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Ohio State University Research Foundation Building
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PRESIDENT
John L. Hagan
Facµlty of Law
University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A1
CANADA
416/978-6795
PRESIDENT-ELECT
Alfred Blumstein
School of Urban and
Public Affairs
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
412/258-2159

September 13, 1991

VICE PRESIDENT
Margaret A. Zahn
Department of Sociology,
Anthropology and Social Work
University of North CarolinaCharlotte
Charlotte, NC 28223
704/547-2225
VICE PRESIDENT-ELECT
Charles F. Wellford
Institute of Criminal Justice
and Criminology
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
301/405-4699

Dr. Carole Garrison
Women's Studies
University of Akron
Akron, Ohio 44325-6213

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Christy A. Vishner
National Institute of Justice
633 Indiana Ave., N.W.
8th Floor
Washington, DC 20531
202/724· 7685

Dear Carole:

TREASURER
Joseph E. Scott
Department of Sociology
The Ohio State University
190 North Oval Mall
Columbus, OH 43210
614/292-5086
Business Address:
1314 Kinnear Road, Suite 212
Columbus, OH 43212
EDITOR-CRIMINOLOGY
Douglas A. Smith
Institute of Criminal Justice
and Criminology
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
301/405-4707
EDITOR-THE CRIMINOLOGIST
Stephen E. Brown
Department of Criminal Justice
Box 19150A
East Tennessee State University
Johnson City, TN 37614
615/929-6807
1991 PROGRAM CHAIR
Ruth D. Peterson
Department of Sociology
The Ohio State University
300 Bricker Hall
Columbus, OH 43210
614/292-1352
FAX 614/292-66R7

As per your request, enclosed please find our check,
made payable to you, in the amount of $675.00 for
the Division on Women and Crime T-shirt deposit.
Save an X-Lage for me!!
Looking forward to seeing you again in San Francisco.
Sincerely,

~J
Sa rah M. Ha 11
Administrator
Enclosure
cc:

Meda Chesney-Lind
Virginia Morris

EXECUTIVE COUNSELORS
Robert Bursik, Jr.
Kathleen Daly
M. Kay Harris
Susan E. Martin
Andre Normandeau
Wesley G. Skogan
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ADMINISTRATOR
Sarah M. Hall
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Division on Women and Crime
American Society of Criminology
c/o Women's Studies Prograin, University of Hawaii at Manoa
Honolulu, Hawaii %822
(808) 956-6313/Fax (808) 956--9616

Memorandum
October 3, 1991
Executive Committees, 1990-1991

To:

Sue Mahan, Vice-Chair
Virginia Morris, Secretary-Tresurer
Ange.la Browne, Executive Counselor
Kayleen Richards-Ekeh, Executive Counselor
Lynn'Goodstein, Executive Counselor
Christine Rasche, Newsletter Editor

Anna Kuhl, Past-Chair
Committee Chairs

From:

Task

Fo~ce

Meda

Chesney-Lin~J;.-.

Cht?ir

Chairs

Fall Update and Preparation for Division Annual

Re:

Meeting

your Ca1endaz:s
Executive Committee Meeting
Division on Women and Crime
Ma:a:Jc.

Thursday,

Nov~

21

4:30-6:00
on Women and Cri.me
Business Meeting

Division

Fri.day,

November

22

8~00-11!45

I have been going over the materials from last year in

prepax-ation for our Executive Committee Meeting. The purpose
of this memo is to remind you about what you said you would
do and in many cases did last year. Please be prepared to
report on these activities at the Business Meeting. Please
also send me items for the Executive Committee
meeting, if :r have missed something.
In general, as I
went over this list, I feel an enormous sense of pride and
gratitude, You have been a wonderful and hard wotking group!
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you for the energy you have put into the division this

year.
Now to more prosaic matters, I thought I would continue
to do what I did in the Spring. l simply went through the
notes I took at the Baltimore meeting and brought you up~to
date on what I know (or in some cases don't know) about where
we are with these projects. Where something seems important
or timely, I have put the information in bold. Sorry I don't
have time to write you all individual letters, but such is
life. l also thought it would be good for each of us to see
where things seem to be heading.

Aqai.n,

please iook this materia1 over.
P J.ease
wl.:'itten repo;cts whtJre possible, for distribution
at the meeting- to cut down on blather.
I've become
addicted to my FAX (808-956-9616); feel free to
communicate via that channel since the phone
connections are problemati.c given the distances with
which we have to contend.

bring

Committee

Fe11ow~

CaroJ ThompsQD has been trying dutifully to contact me
by phone. So far now luck. l have also just received a
letter from her indicating that her committee is soliciting
vitas for potential fellow nominees. Carol can you prepare a
report for the meeting and help set the new committee up.
Carol, do we have any victories to report for l.a.st
year?
My quick review ot the .list d.idn' t
indi.cata
any, but :t hope :r am wrong.
Awa~ds

Committee~

Division Awards:

l

talked today with Sue.

She is

going to call Kathy Daly and work on a proposal for this
year's meeting, if it seems appropriate, ln view ot our
st~lke-outa with the larger ASC framework, I would think we
.should try to do something to celebrate ourselves and our
accomplishments.
·
ASC awards: Nicky, I believe that we can take partial
credit for Joan McCord receiving the Block award.
Do you
feel this is appropriate? Again, thanks to Nicky for all her
hard work.

Nomination

Committee

This committee, comprised of Marjorie Zatz
(chair),
Virginia Morris and Doris Mcl'S~nzie has been able to pull
together a slate (see attached) and hopefully the results
will be in before the Annual Meeting. The Division on

Critical Criminoloqy has put together a slate for next
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ear's elections

(see attached); as you will see, we are
aponeorinq this olate at the suqqestion of Marj and
Susan Carinqolla-McDonald.
We had been contacted by
Hargtu:et. Zahn about submitti.nq nominations to her
committee, which includes Marj.
After some brief
discussions with Sue Mahan, i t eeemed quite reasonable
to 90 in with the Critical Crime Div-ision
(particulax-ly in light ot the slate) .
Wa likely stand
a much better oha.nca of having- some of our members
e1acted if we join :lorces with other Divisions.

outreach
Thanks to Mona Danner who volunteered to do our table
again in San Francisco. Please plan to look for the Table as
soon aa you arrive and volunteer to sit.
Mona, get in
t.ouoh if you need help?

Student

Affairs

Susan Bennett has agreed to do this and has been in
touch with Meda. She is contacting Carole Garrison so that
we can recreate the wonderful ribbons; she is contacting
members of her committee to see what ideas her members have
about potential activities; and she is getting in touch with
Ruth-Ellen about the ASC plans in this area. Thanks Susan!
Susan, how is this all. qoing?
Any report to the
mem.be:ce:hip?

Speakers

Committee

Angela Drowne has had a ~ough time in recent months
including, if I remember this correctly, a fire in her
office. You will recall that she inserted a form in
DivisioNaws and reminded everybody to update.
She was also
concerned about support services once these data came

flooding. Angela and I have also been playing telephone tag.
Anqal&, could you prepare a raport for this year' .s
meet ins, both on the Biden bil.J. ( i.f you think it
appropriate) and the Speaker's bureau?
Manto~i~9

P~ojeot

Sue Mahan will be collecting names of individual members
interested in mentoring and being mentored. A part of this
will also signal whether this is a "felt need" within our
membership (see enclosed survey) .
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As most of you know, Lynne Goodstein has done a
wonderful job organizing a luncheon for the Division to
celebrate women's involvement in ASC with Phyllis Jo Baunach,
Laura Fishman, Joan Petersilia, and Barbara Price as
speakers.

at

The

luncheon will

John' a Bar •nd Grill.

be

Friday,

November 22nd
for thi.e fine

Thanks to Lynna

work!
Long

Rang-a

9 lanning

Car.ole GarrisQD. and her conunittee have completed a two
stage eurvey of .our membership.
I have attached the complete
version of their results for your review. We will be
discussing these in our Executive Committee meeting, so
Please Bring these materials with you!
The data are
very rich and have many implications for the future direction
of our Division. Thanks to Carole and her committee for this
important work. In addition, Carole is bringing T~shirts to
the annual meeting to celebrate women•s contributions to
criminology. Come prepa.J:ed to buy several.
'I'hey shou1d
make excellent holiday qifts!
Chi1d

Care

Resolut1on

Kathy Dal~ in he~ capacity as a member Of the ASC
Executive Committee kept on top of this.
She worked very
hard with Nancy Wonders will be heading a committee on
childcare for this year.
The net result of their work, for
this year, was the publication of Childcare and Sitting

Services at the ASC meetings. This is a small but
important step forward for us.
Kathy, could you report
briefly on your experience with this iSS\le at this
year's meeting?

Newsletter

Hopefully, you have all received Vol. 5. No. 2 of
PivisioNews.
It looks great, as always, Chris!
Chris,
earlier you told ma there is one moi:e issue to coma
before the meeting.
ls this still the case?
Criminali~ing

Pregnancy

Policy

Development

Committee

Drew Humphries has prepared a paper entitled
"Criminalizing Pregnancy: Prosecution and General beterrence"
for presentation to the ASC meetings. She has also sent a
copy of it to the ASC policy committee. I have a copy of
this paper; let me know if you want one (or contact Drew
directly) .
Drew, can you make a report to tJ:te Division
on your eommi ttee • s woxk?
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Gro~p

Brenda Miller has organized an informal get together of
those criminologists who are doing research in non-university
settings. She stresses this is quite informal; she will be

sending further information on this get together to each of

you.
My notes which could easi.ly be wrong have this
scheduled fo:r Wednesday evening at 5: OOpm in the bar.

Wat.ch

for

OTHER

IS SUBS:

details.

Betsy Stanko, as you know, is conducting a survey Of out
membership's experience with sexual harassment. Hopefully,
the results of the survey will be presented at the ASC

meeting in San Francisco.
Betsy, how is this work qoinq?
Can you make a report to the Division on your
prelimina~¥
analysis?
Wa al.ISO need t.o plan to secui:e pastries for the
Division. meetinq.
The cost of doing- this thxough the
hotel was p:rohibi ti ve.
AGAIN, SEND ME ANY OTHER AGENDA ITEMS
INCLUDE.
SE'.E YOU IN SAN lrRANCISCO.
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Division on Women and Crime
Swnmary of Survey Results
Swvey Team, Long Range PJanntng Committee
Carole Garrison, Chair
Helen Eigenberg
Lynne Goodstein
Judith Hanis
MenyMorash
Roz Mura.skin
Zehna Weston..,Benrlques

The Long Range Planning Committee undertook a maJor review
of U1e goals and objectives of the Divtston on Women and Crin1e. A
portion of their al).alysis of the results of several tiers of surveys is

attached.

These results sumn1arize the respondents (N=68) rankings of a
nun1ber of forced choices about the Philosophy and Goals of the
Division and the Programs and events that the Division ought to be
sponsoring.
In the survey of Plillosophy and Goals of the Division,
respondents chose. in Carote•s words "professional development,
enhancement of scholarship by and for women, and nnpact on
feminist activism." (see Table! and Figure 1).
With reference to the most popular events and activities. the
respondents favored Division sponsored roundtables on key topics of
importance to feminist scholarsf the formation of a mentoring
conunittee; and panels at the conference. (see Table 2 and Figure 2).

Other key findings include the following. The membership of the
DiVision feels that of the possible sponsonng events for the rest of the
we should promote -keynote addresses by women crtmtnologists
and panels. In terms of products the Division might produce, the
membership felt that we should produce a guide to research funding
in gender related area~ as well as updating the curriculum guide. The
membership felt that the money we collect should be spent on
directories and newslettern. awards and scholarsWps. Finally, the
respondents felt that we can attract and keep inembers by producing
useful resources and having high vts1b111ty at the national n1eetlngs.
Copies of the complete survey results are available from Meda
(FAX 808-956-9616) or Carole Garrison (phone: 216~
972-7396). Than.ks to Carole and her hardworking comiqtttee for this
fine report.
Chesney~Llnd
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415 654 1133
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P.02

:

Doti~ Kl~ln

P .O.B. 12383
Berkel~y, CA 94101
October 3, J 99 J

Sarah Hall, l!xecuo..-e Of fleet
Amerhxm Socittt)' of Crlmlnulog,v
Kinnear Rd, Ste 2 J 2

CQ/umbus, OH
Dear Sarah Ha.I I,
Here Is the in/t>tmeulon on tile spvdal /ncus rcmndtablc, as we dUcuuea lh/$ morning. Ruth
Ptttrsem htJl ass·lgned It a time and room on Wedt1N·da.v. November zo, 1991, J ... 4, JO p.m,
1

SPECIAL FOCUS ROUNDTADLE; WHAT KINDS OF RESEARCH SHOULD BE
DONE ON WOMEN AND CRIMINAL JUSTlCI? PRACTITIONENS' AND
ACTIVISTS' VIEWS (Sponsored by the Dhlslon on Womtn and Crime)
Dorie Klthi
W(lahrrn Consorthnn fur Public Health

P.O.B. i:uu
CA 94701

Derkcloy~

Ellen Barry, E~~cutl"e Director
Leaal Servicos rot rrl1onera with Chlldrtn

131 Ill/ Elaht•tnth St
San

Frandt~o,

CA t4lb7

415/255 .. 7036

Marcla lJlackittJck, Executhe Olroctor
Bay Ar~ft Womtiln Agaln1t it.ape
H' Mtiu:Arthur Bhd
Oakhmd. CA 94610

Fan.la Dnvlo• AW>rnt)'
4541 S~quoyah Rd
Oakland, CA 94605
ltttaa Soler, Dbfn;lfor
San Frcrncllto Pantll)' Vlohmc~ Proje€:t
1001 Potrero 9 Did& 1
Fruu:ltco. CA t4110

415/821·

Minnie Thom••, Exocuthe Dlrec((JI'
Solid Fmrndathm/Mandela HOUfiti

J723 HUlvlow
Oaldnnd. CA 94602

C~.'

Ruth

Pet~rson,

199} ASC

~rOJlf«.tm

510/481-32 l 7

Chair

Meda Ch~~ney·Lfnd, 1991 Chat» Of the t4SC Division mi Women and Crimo
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
AT
DAYTONA BEACH

1200 VOLUSIA AVENUE, BOX 2811 • DAYT'ONA BEACH, FLORIDA 32115-2911
(904) 255-7423 or (407) 823-2103

November 14, 1991

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY
DIVISION ON WOMEN AND CRIME
To:
From:
Re:

Meda Chesney-Lind, Chair
Sue Mahan, Vice-Chai
Report for Annual

Meeting~

November 21, 1991

Please accept my regrets because I am unable to attend the
Division meeting in San Francisco. In spite of my absence~
I
would still like to direct the Division's attention to two
important i••u$~ whieh were P•~t o! my •••ian•d ~-•~on1£bllttt••
from last year: mentoring and awards.
As a rcGult of th~ir 9urvey, thR long rania planninR
corrunittee found that members favored the formation of a mantoring
committee. Also, mentoring was found to be important as a goal
for the Division. With that in mind, I hope that some practical
actions toward developing and supporting mentoring relationships
might get underway during and after the San Francisco meeting.
Two aspects of the mentoring process can be considered.
People
may
form mentoring relationships because
of
geographical
proximity·, - . Mentor:; and. those -bdng mentr.rr(;id ca.n bene.:fi t from
conunon experiences and understandings of regional or local
problems. Or. people may develop mentoring relationships because
they work in similar areas of study and can collaborate and
because they understand the complexities of their respective
topics.
Of course, ideally mentors are both close and have
common professional interests.
I reconunend that a COilllllittee be established to bring people
together for the purpos~ of developing mentoring relationships.
The committee can add~ess thase two aspects of mentoringt
locations and professional intere$ts.

STATE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF FL.ORIDA

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

--

--------------------
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From!
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November 16, 1991

VICE PP.ESIDENT ELECT
Charlea F. Wellford
lneutute of Criminal Just!~
0\1'10 Criminology
Unlvm~lty of Maryland
College Park., MO 20742

3011405-4699

Disregard the previous breakdown of income and expenses

for the Division that I faxed to you earlier today.

EXECUTlVE SECRET ARY
Christy A. Yi&hn~
.ltlonal fn3titute of Justice
633 Indiana Ave .• N.W.

8th FIOO<

I did not include the income and expenses for November
and December ]990 in the balance forward figure I used.

Wa:Jhington, DC 20531

202fl24-7M5

TREASURER
Joeeph E. Scott

Here is the revised and corrected expense breakdown.
Sorry about that.

Department of Sociology
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Division on Women and Crime
American Society of Criminology
November 25, 1991
Please reply to:

Dr. Carole Garrison

Ms. Ruth Peterson
Department of Sociology
Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210
Dear Ruth,
Just a short note on behalf of the Division on Women
and Crime to say thanks again for all your hard work prior
to and during the conference. The quality of the program
alone does you great honor. Perhaps for me my greatest
thanks is for your perennial smile, help and good humor
throughout. It's a quality I envy, respect and applaud.
In sisterhood,

Carole Garrison, Division Chair
cm/letters2/garrison
pc:

Division Executive Committee

151!

1314 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212

(614) 292-9207

Division on Women and Crin1e
American Society of Criminology
November 25, 1991

Please reply to:

Dr. Carole Garrison

Mr. Timothy Flanagan
Criminal Justice Center
SHSU
Huntsville, TX 77341-2296
Dear Tim,
nRelevance and rationality" seems to be the perfect
theme for a plenary on the Criminalization of Pregnancy.
It
is certainly relevant and like its sister issues of abortion
and domestic violence se~ms to elude rationality! New
Orleans is the perfect setting given Louisiana's restrictive
and draconian abortion laws.
It is an emerging Criminal Justice issue and area of
research.
It has important public policy implications. It
is an issue the Division of Women and Crime want ASC to
recognize, validate and collaborate on.
Being the new Division Chair I'm not sure how plenaries
happen but would like to work with you to make this one
happen in 1992. Please get back with me with your ideas,
comments, suggestions. We can "seize the moment" together.
Sincerely,

Carole Garrison
cm/letters2/garrison
pc:

Drew Humphries
Division Executive Committee

CAROLE G.-\RRJSO:'\.
Director. \\'omen's Studie
:\s5ociate Profn~or. Cri!T
Spicer H2ll
Akron. OH ·K3.2S-62l3

2) 6·9i 2- i.196
BIT:"\ET:
RJCGC@:\i\RO\T~l

iJ51!

1314 Kjnnear Road, Columbusr Ohio 43212

(614) 292-9207

Division on Women and Crime
American Society of Criminology
November 25, 1991
Please reply to:

Dr. Carole Garrison

Ms. Ruth Peterson
Department of Sociology
Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210
Dear Ruth,
Just a short note on behalf of the Division on Women
and Crime to say thanks again for all your hard work prior
to and during the conference. The quality of the program
alone does you great honor.
Perhaps for me my greatest
thanks is for your perennial smile, help and good humor
throughout.
It's a quality I envy, respect and applaud.
In sisterhood,

Carole Garrison, Division Chair
cm/letters2/garrison
pc:

Division Executive Committee
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1314 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212

(614) 292-9207

Division on Women and Crime
American Society of Criminology

To:

Dr. Chris Rasche
Please reply to:

Dr. Carole Garrison, Chair

Date:

November 25, 1991

Re:

Division Newsletter Editor

Congratulations on your appointment as editor of the
Division on Women and Crime Newsletter. Your appointment is
a testimony to the outstanding publication that you have
continuously provided the membership.
I am particularly
pleased to have you as part of my leadership team for the
1991-93 term.
pc:

Sara Hall, American Society of Criminology

cm/memos2/garrison
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1314 Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212

(614) 292-9207

Division on Women and Crime
American Society of Criminology

To:

Sara Hall
Please reply to:

Dr. Carole Garrison

Date:

November 25, 1991

Re:

Odds and Ends

First, thanks for your help as always. Second, I'm not
sure you got the Division membership information for
Dr. Helene White. You have a receipt for $15.00 (T-shirt
plus Div. Membership.) Please add her to our list:
Helene R. White
Rutgers University
Center for Alcohol studies
New Brunswick, NJ 08854
Third, how do we handle Division mailings, etc. - do I
send you the letters and you send them out or do I mail them
from here and bill you? Do you have mailing labels?
,
Fourth, please send me a Division Membership lif?t ASAP. ~ 1
Last, here's a blurb for t.ne crTiiiinoT0gIS€ abOut T-shirts.' ·
Collector's Item
The Division on Women and Crime have a limited number
of 50th Anniversary T-shirts left for sale. The price is
$10.00 including Postage and Handling. We have XXL in
white, XL in raspberry, peach, aqua and grey and L in aqua
and grey. Send your check to ASC T-shirt, c/o Sara Hall,
1314 Kinnear Rd., Columbus, OH 43212.
pc:

Helene White

cm/hall/garrison
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THE UNIVERSITY OF AKRON
Women's Studies Department
To:

Chris Rasche, Editor
.,

From:

Dr. Carole Garrison

Date:

November 26, 1991

Re:

Chair's Message

( .l

.•)

,...,
I;, -------
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I knew it was my time to be Division Chair when the ASC
Division on Women and Crime'file took up over half my desk file
drawer.
It was, however, a responsibility I wanted.
In fact I
saw it as a viable and important bridge back as I leave Women's
Studies and return full-time to the discipline.
Thank you for
making my transition one filled with new opportunities and
challenges instead of one of separation and loss.
There is a terrible price individual women pay because of
sexual harassment; but there is also a terrible force to be
reckoned with when the issue emerges and becomes collectively
owned as it did in San Francisco. We have been transformed by
our shared experience and we will move forward to make ASC and
the discipline a healthy work environment for women.
We will also heed Laura Fishman's commentary on "being
invisible" and extend the energy of the Division to enlarge our
circle. We have an active agenda for 1991 - 93.
I invite you to
put some of your energies towards the work of the Division.
There is a list of committees and a contact person for each in
this newsletter. Make contact and welcome.

cm/draft/garrison
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Division on Women and Crime
American Society of Criminology

To:

Lynn Goodstein
Please reply to:

Dr. Carole Garrison

Date:

November 26, 1991

Re:

Election as Executive Counselor
Division of Women and Crime

~

Congratulations on your election as Executive
Counselor. Your selection is an obvious recognition by your
professional colleagues of your both outstanding scholarship
and your feminist leadership.
I am particularly pleased to
have you as a member of the executive board during my tenure
in office.
I look forward to our working together as we help the
Division achieve its goals and support its member's
contributions to the field.
cm/memos2/garrison
pc:

Sarah Hall, American Society of Criminology
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Division on Women and Crime
American Society of Criminology
Dr. Carole Garrison, Chair
Women's Studies
The University of Akron
Akron, OH 44325-6216
To:

Division on Women and Crime
Executive Board, Committees and Task forces

Date:

Dr. Carole Garrison

Date:

November 26, 1991

Re:

The Game Plan for 1991 -93!

As I tried to process my conference experience I
couldn't seem to identify the point at which I became the
"leader." Then I realized that I hadn't! What I have
become is a more visible part of a very fluid collective
leadership.
I see my most important job as simply NOT
blocking that power and energy, and, to the degree I can,
supporting it in a focused and synergistic ways with the
Division's goals.
The terrible energy which emerged from "owning our
sexual harassment experiences" is still very much in my
system as are many other issues such as:
-

- ~ ethics

policy on Professional Conduct
policy on NIJ establishing "inclusion"
~riteria for funding research in C.J.
Putting together with the Critical Crim. Division an
anti-sexual harassment strategies workshop
Achieving an ASC policy on the Criminalization of
Pregnancy issue
Scheduling a Plenary on Criminalization of Pregnancy
(with or without other topics)
Revising the curriculum guide with regard to both
updating and editing for feminist perspective
Obtain a greater "voice" on the ASC Board
Support the "Invisibility" panel initiative
Explore multi-year memberships

&,sc

(Maybe this is the difference between being chair and
not being chair - I now have to worry about this stuff!)
During meetings, both formal and informal discussions
around all of these issues took place.
I will share these
bits of information and connections as we go through the
list of committees and responsibilities for the coming year.
In the tradition of Meda the following is a list of
responsibilities, committees, etc. which can become our
general operating plan. My only request is you let me know
if or how I can help. The rest is up to you.
I always
assume the important work will get done in women's groups
and we know what's important by what gets done.

i15D,·~J314
;. :;: ' ~ . .~~' c..:.:::-_: .....~:~

Kinnear

Road~

Co]umbus, Ohio 43212

(614) 292-9207

However, first I would like to offer you some of my
thoughts about strategies for your consideration. As I
interpret the results of the long range planning process it
seems that the Division has two agendas: 1) legitimation
of women as a focus of study and feminist analysis as an
appropriate framework; and 2) the appropriate acceptance of
women as scholars, educators and professionals.
I'd like to
suggest that these equally important agendas need two
different strategies and need to manifest themselves in
somewhat separate contexts. The first goal should be our
primary public rational for claiming a voice on the board,
asking for plenaries or thematic sessions and requesting
policy on issues like criminalization of pregnancy. Our
second agenda in the work we do within the division which
then translate outward in activities such as development , of
a ethics policy and ASC and Division awards and nominations.
This dichotomy has consequences for how committees approach
their tasks. For example, requesting a seat on the ASC
Board to focus attention on and give voice to feminist
scholarship is different than requesting greater diversity
on the Board. Asking for and developing a plenary on
Criminalization of Pregnancy is quite different than a
plenary on Sexual Harassment.
I am currently persuaded that
we can best achieve our twin agendas by treating them
initially with separate strategies until like the English
Channel - they are bridged (or tunneled as the case may be).

cm/memos2/garrison

Executive Counselors
Lynn Goodstein:

1992 Special event ; Revised
curriculum guide
Pennsylvania State Univ.
Admin. of Justice & Women's Studies
13 Sparks
University Park, PA 16802
(814) 863-0356

Drew Humphries:

Laura Fishman:

Newsletter Editor:

Policy on Criminalization of
pregnancy; plenary or thematic session
on criminalization of pregnancy
Rutgers University
Sociology/C.J. Dept
Camden, NJ 08102
(609) 757-6063

Panel on Invisibility; women of color
outreach
University of Vermont
Dept. of Sociology
31 s. Prospect St.
Burlington, VT 05405
(802) 656-2128
Chris Rasche
University of North Florida
Dept. of Sociology/Criminal Justice
4567 St. Johns Bluff Rd. S.
Jacksonville, FL 32216
(904) 646-2758

Committees:
Fellows Committee:
Jane Foraker - Thompson (chair)
C.J. Dept.
Boisi State University
Boisi, ID 83725
(208) 385-3251
Sathi Dasgupta
Delaware State College
Dept. of Sociology
2751 Skylark Rd.
Wilmington, DE 19808
(302) 994-3524

I know the following is a rather long and cumbersome
document - but please go threw it carefully, establish your
relevant contacts and go for it!
1991-1992 Division Committees,
and responsibilities: (if your name is omitted or included
- the 1st is my mistake , the 2nd is because we need you).
Chair:

Carole Garrison
R GG @ AKRONVM
Akron, OH 44307
(216) 762-7557
FAX # 216-972-5702

Tasks:

letter to incoming President elect Del Elliot
with a list of division members willing to serve
on ASC committees.
letter to all non-Division women attending the
conference acquainting them with the division and
our outreach committees.
contact Mary Arnold as a potential sexual
harassment workshop facilitator.
request a room, preferably a suite, to continue
our on going sexual harassment dialogue.
request a plenary for the 1992 program on
criminalization of pregnancy.

Secretary - Treasurer:

Tasks:
Vice Chair:

Tasks:

Virginia Morris
John Jay College of Criminal Justice
899 Tenth Ave.
New York, NY 10019
(212) 237-8426

Explore multiple year memberships
Sue Mahan
University of Central Florida, C.J. Dept.
1200 Volusia Ave.
P.O. Box 1111
Daytona Beach, FL 32015
(904) 255-7423
mentoring project

Carol Thompson
East Carolina University
Dept. of Sociolog
Greenville, NC 27858
(919) 757-6883
* Carol will you please send Jane the Vita Bank and the
selection criteria.
ASC Awards Committee:
Nancy Jurik (Internet Njurik @ cats.
Arizona State University
Dept. of Justice studies
Tempe, AZ 85287-0403
(602) 965-9199

ucsc

edu)

Nicki Rafter (chair)
Northeastern University
360 Hintington Ave .
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 437-3327
* Nicki, we missed you - please get with Nancy for next
years awards committee.
Division Awards Committee:
Carol Thompson, (chair)
East Carolina University
Dept. of Sociology
Greenville, NC 27858
(919) 757-6883
Kathy Daly
Yale University
Dept. of Sociology
P.O. Box 1965, Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520
(203) 432-3340
•
" i ' ' -'
)
( )
Bonnie Fisher (Fisher BS @ UCbeh)
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 45221
,

Nominating Committee (ASC & Division)
*Margory Zatz (chair)
Arizona State University
School of Justice Studies
Tempe, AZ 85287
(602) 965-7083

(

Virginia Morris
John Jay College of C.J.
899 Tenth Avenue
New York, NY 10019
(212) 237-8426

Merry Morash
Michigan State University
School of Criminal Justice
Baker Hall
East Lansing, MI 48824
(517) 355-2197
S. Molly Chaudhuri
Commission to Study Racial & Ethnic Bias in
the Courts
Supreme Judicial Court
1300 New Court House
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 725-8063
*The Division Vice Chair, Secretary-Treasurer and some
executive counselors (?) are up for election in 1992. I am
very concerned that we have those elections prior to the end
of Spring Semester.
Outreach Committee (Division Table):
Helen Eigenberg (chair)
Old Dominion University
Dept. of Sociology / Criminal Justice
Norfolk, VA 23529
(804) 683-3811
Faye s. Taxman
Criminal Justice Coord. Committee
suite 227
50 Courthouse Square
Rockville, MD 20850
(301) 217-7754
Francesca Lundstrom
Dept. of Sociology, Anthropology & C.J.
Rutgers University
Hill Hall
Newark, NJ 07102
(201) 242-6727
Evelyn Gilbert
Tallahassee, FL

32303

curriculum Guide Division Committee:
Mona Danner
Dept. of Sociology
American University
Washington, D.C. 20016
(202) 544-3906

Chris Rasche
Univ. of North Florida
Dept. of Sociology / Criminal Justice
4567 St. Johns Bluff Rd. 5
Jacksonville, FL 32216
(904) 646-2758
Lynn Goodstein
13 Sparks Building
Penn State University
University Park, PA 16802
(814) 863-0356
Helen Eigenberg
Old Dominion University
Dept of Sociology / Criminal Justice
Norfolk, VA 23529
(804) 683-3811
Jo Ann Belknap (surprise!)
Dept. of Criminal Justice, M.L. 108
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 45221
*Do you have a chair?
Special Events Committee:
Lynn Goodstein, Chair
Susan Krumholz
Somerville, MA

02143

By Laws:
Phyllis Jo Baunach
U.S. Dept. of Justice
Commercial Litigation Branch
550 11th st., NW
Washington, DC 20530
(202) 307-0361
Student Affairs:
Mona Danner, chair (binet MDANNER @ AUVM)
Kimberly J. Cook
Dept. of Sociology
Univ. of New Hampshire
Durham, NH 03824
(603) 868-5960
(internet KCOOK @ UNH.EDU)

I
(
Debra L. Stanley
Institute of Criminal Justice
University of Maryland
2220 Lefrak Hall
College Park, MD 20742
(301) 405-4722
Sue Mahan
University of Central Florida,C.J. Dept
1200 Volusia Box 2811
Daytona Beach, FL 32015
(904) 255-7423
Newsletter Committee:
Chris Rasche, Editor
Dorothy M. Goldsborough
Dept. of Sociology
Univ. of Hawii at Manoa
Honolulu, HI 96822
FAX 808/ 956-3707

(

Nancy Grosself inser
Dept. of Criminal Justice
Niagara University
Niagara U, NY 14109
(716) 285-1212 x322
Nanci Koser Wilson
CRIM. Dept.
Indiana University of PA
Indianna, PA 15701
(412) 357-2700
Kathleen Gale
Elmira College
Dept. of Criminal Justice
Elmira, NY 14901
ASC Board Liaisons:
Kathy Daly
Yale University
Dept. of Sociology
P.O. Box 1965, Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520
(203) 432-3340

Susan Martin
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
Room 13-C23 Parklawn Building
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville,MD 20857
(301) 443-1677
Division Liasons:
Susan Caringella-MacDonald
Western Michigan University
Dept. of Sociology
Kalamazoo, MI 49008
( 616) 387-5279 (?2-, 1)
(
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Mona Danner
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Marj Zatz
School of Justice
Arizona State University
Tempe, AZ 85287
(602) 965-7083
There are at least 3 items which need to be jointly
addressed:
1) voice on ASC board
2)
jointly sponsored workshop on sexual harassment
3) ethics committees policy on sexual harassment or
professional conduct
(Freda Solomon suggested criteria for professional conduct
which subsumes sexual harassment is more politically viable
for getting an ethics policy through.
Task forces:
Non-University Interest Group
Brenda Miller, Chair
Research Institute on Alcoholism
1021 Main st.
Buffalo, NY 14023
(716) 887-2557
Faye s. Taxman

(

(

Linda Saltzman
Centers for Disease Control
Intentional Injuries Section
1600 Clifton Rd. (F-36)
Atlanta, GA 30333
(404) 488-4646

Women and Prison:
Chris Rasche, Chair
Angela Browne
Univ. of Massachusetts
Medical School
Dept. of Psychiatry
55 Lake Avenue North
Worecester, MA 01655
(508) 793-0826
Sexual Harassment:
Betsy Stanko, chair
Brunel University
Dept. of Law
Uxbridge, Middlesex UB83PH
England
0895/56461
Meda Chesney-Lind
Kathleen Gale
Francesca Lundstrom
Helen Eigenberg
Joanne Belknap
Drew Humphries
Renee Kasinsky
University of Massachusetts
Dept. of Criminal Justice
lowell, MA 01854
Susan Krumholz
Sahti Dusgupta
Marjorie Zatz
Jane Foraker-Thompson
Boise State University
Dept. of Sociology, Anthro., & C.J.
1910 University Drive
Boise, ID 83725

I

I

Deborah King
~1
Dept. of . ~:ff:s
~~
Dartmouth College
6104 Silsby
Hanover, NH 03755
(603) 646-3410
Evelyn Gilbert
Panel Publicity and Program Balance:
Mona Danner
*need some help here
Lesbian Issues Taskforce:
Claire Renzetti
Dept. of Criminal Justice
M.L. 108
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 45221-0108
(513) 556-5833
Joanne Belknap
NWSA Women and Crime Taskforce:
Imogene Moyer
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Criminology Dept.
Walsh 209B
Indiana, PA 15705
(412) 357-2720
Nancy Koser-Wilson
Day Care:
Kathy Daly
Women of Color Task Force:
Sathi Dasgupta (chair)
Deborah K. King
Evelyn Gilbert
S. Molly Chaudhuri
Criminalization of Pregnancy Policy:
Drew Humphries

(

Inger Sagatun
San Jose State University
Administration of Justice Dept.
San Jose, CA 95192
(408) 924-2945

I

Felice Levine
American Sociological Assoc.
1722 N Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 833-3410
New Initiatives:
1)
NIJ Policy on Women & Minorities
Jill Rosenbaum, chair
California state University
Dept. of Criminal Justice
Fullerton, CA 92634
(714) 773-2072
Felice Levine
Meda Chesny-Lind
Kathy Daly

*

As you know Marj Zahn spoke with NIJ about
implementing a policy on inclusion similar to
NIH. Apparently NIJ was receptive but ASC
leadership wasn't. Suggested strategy: Have ASC
Policy Committee support the NIJ inclusion
initiative as policy. Failing that avenue try to
get the ASC board to adopt it as a resolution.
2)

Letters of support for Anita Hill
Anna Kuhl
Dept. of Correctional Services
Eastern Kentucky University
105 Stratton
Richmond, KY
(319) 442-4666

Finally - thank you Betsy Stanko for "Quantoid" - it keeps
me cheerful in my darkest moments!
\wcrime/
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Mona Danner
De t. Sociolog
The American Un~versit
Washi~ ton , DC
20016
Carole Garrison
Women's Stu ies
Universit of Akron
Akron, OH 44325
,.

Dear Carole:

_, -

/

/ ;'

.
This fol~ow-up lctt r to ast week's ASC meetiLgs covers
four areas:
the Outreach Committee/Division table, Stu ent
Affairs Committee, new Curricu um Guide and my role in the
Division of Critical Criminology.
The Division table was, once a ain, a reat success.
While
pe dlin T-shirts made overseeing and staff i~ the table more
im ortant (and sometimes difficu t
than ever before , the Tshirts also ~ade us even more visible than in the a~t.
Follow~11
the c. ose of the Book Exhibit area and our table Frida
afterncc~.
I turn~ 1 in $1389 to Sarah Hall.
The amount breaks
own as follows:
16 membershi s a t $5 · =
$ 80
1 Curriculum Guide at $20 =
20
? T-shirts +
1289
$13
~~

ieve that you ha additional memberships or T-shirt sales
are not included in the above fi ~re.
Since shirts were
sold for at least 2 different rices , and receipts were not .
written for those ~ dled at the luncheon or the Division
meeting, i~ is difficult to know exactl
iow man shirts were
so d.
I have sent Helen Eigenber , the new Out~each chair all
information relating to t e Division taole.
whic~

On to the Student Affairs ComITittee~
Since ou made me
chair,
lease let me know who else si ned up for that committ~e.
1y ow~ lans are to pre are at least one letter rom the ~ivision
to o to ASC student members te i1 them about the Divisic.
enclosing a brochure
nd invi t:L . . G th:em to jo.:..ri, come
he
table and attend the Business M12eting.
T .. lis wi:l n . . . e
to be
discussed by the committee and several decisions wil need to be
made.
For i~.stance, will there be more than one letter? If so,
erha s the second ette~ wou
e written on
to women stu ents
and would inciude some iscussion of sexua harassment at the
meetin s? How should these efforts be coordinated with the ASC
Student Affairs Committee or with other Divis~on~? Susan
Carin ella-MacDonald, Chair of the Divis~on o Cri~ical
1

(

Crirnino o
su este such a letter from a
t e
ivi£~ ns.
wi
kee~
ou advised of the activities of t l , Committee
' hrou out t e
ear.

I

t e
aturday 1 .,....eakfas": mee · ..
Helen ... .:.. . .) i_n e
, " ' _is
Rasch_ ,
nne G ~-~tein and I met to ~.:.~cLss
tti..
og · :2r the
new
iculum Gi ~ e.
Chris
asche too{ notes w1,, ~
them to
us an~ will probabl ~ Le in touch wit
ou re arding t...
meetin .
... owever, i t ecame ..::.""ar t: at there were at
ea ... two differen ·
time ... ines beL .. S:, considered.
I t seems that Ch ... .:.:: and L nne are
in the
ositio~ to att
L
to ·he CG ver
soon wi
t e
o es o
havin
it rea y for ne~t
ear ' s mee~ir s.
Helen an I are una e
-o work o
~t
<a~ ,n
were
i~in ~ for a CG tha· wou,d
e ready the
ear (199 ) .
T e g ... ~ ... came to no
re solution r ..,
~
lease no l:e 'J , - these comments
re.E ect on_y r: .i u .. derstan L.t of our meetir... an
the ma di £er
rom Chris', L nne's or He en's.
~ ter

Finally, as an Executive CJ . . selor for t e Division cf
Cr.:. ti cal Crimino o
, I was a poj ~ te
to b.e t e Di vi~ion' s
Liaison to t1e Divi2 ' ~non omen an
rime.
0
·now o·
usan
arin el a- ac ona
ea crness to see t e Di~.:.J · ~ns wor
tcL t er
to .., ain etter re rese ation in t1e ASC an to achieve ou
res ective _ c
o this en
I wi
of icial,
re ort to usan
an tle CC ~·~~~ion at east
e (.os
l
tw:
)
uri ~
he
year about t..'.Lt.:
ivision on omen an c.c.:..~11e's activities w ic'1 ar~
c~ ~ ecial ~
terest to the c~~+ c~~ms.
Enclosed is a cop of
i..' ·
as t
ear's re ort; I ~,,,.. ::_ "' sen you co ies of future
r ... rts.
·he Ou ·reac:1/Tab e Com~11.:.. ttee for
1as rea ly ~~
a
oo E • rience as .:__ has ~ i .
o ~ or unit
to meet man
co e; the position '
entree to tle "ivision.
I am > , ~ased ~o
e ab
servin tle
i 1 ision in the co~.:.
ear.
y
one
Sociolo

e

L

Take care Caro e.
comin ...,
ear.
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tl e
ast two
<;...ars
en me the
as been a
reat
e to continue
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E @ UV

al

fax at Al
•

of us'
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t.L e

Re ~ ort to
fro~

the SC ivision of ri :c l Criminolo
ona Danner , ivision i- ~ on o t4e
C ivision on ~ omen an Crime

There are three issue ! ~tivities of the ASC Division on ~omen
an Crime wnic
e of s ~ ecial in~erest to mem ers of t e
Division of Criti~al Crimino o

t em er , t e i vision c ' T.. • _ n a ,,1 , Crime
an t e
io
c C: ' +-ical Criminolog
("re su · F~rte t e
te
o can
es .c
ASC o f icers osi · · ns to +- _ ASC !'- o . ~ . . a ti :ms
Committee.
1e a Chesne - ind C air of t e m C r ct:,... ~ es s tJ. at
tie ivisions continue to work to ether to assure + i
. . r _ essive peo le are nominated an electe to _c~~1~ ns in t1e
1
ASC. Vi h
t
~ at
a
Julius e ro es
...; the board
this ear , it is essentia r ~t we not neg ect
~s
In

t""

...'""

i,
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CY

rew Hum hries c airs a 'I) 1c tas~ .. .: orce whic
reduced a
r. r~ ~ ~di. ~ the criri aliza~~~
of . . re ~ nanc . Te
resolu · o _ " ___ ose
. . he .... riminal prosecutions of pre nant
su stance abusers ... e :i = ative e orts w ic attem~ t ~o
' crimina . . . ize' r ...;
'n. enc
duri.. . . ~ 1')r ~ _anc.1 .... [ an
man atory
dl. . . . . testin " o ..- .:c -::; ,....nt women.
Tl3.l
~al s .:or the
" E.
lis '1 ent of rug treatment cen '·ers which · . or. ora ·e '· e
""" .l:"' c. i2
ne
0£
re nant a
icts" an £or a po ~ y focus on
ci:+-;on 2i',_d at treatment rat'1er · 1an criminaliza ' ion in order
to ?revent ~~ a use.
JoJ.n IaL-n, ASC Presi ent,
lace the reso uGion on t e
a enda for t ~ . ril 1991 meeting whic was then refereed to t e
Pu ic Po ic Commi' ' ee c aire b Fe ice Levin r or review a . .
di. ~""'~ . . . ~...
Drew Hum hries repare a aper en ' i le ,
''
'1 L
: ~
r .... , 3.nc : rosecution an Genera
e errence "
which s~e se1~ to r1... ice Levine and wil -resent at tle ASC
meetiri ...; in San Francisco. T1.e
..
c ' ~c"' "' ·- - -=>tie de-errent
value c f prose cut i...... .... pre nan . or c, c iv e "~ :L ..:;- , _.,ru users .
reso_ul~

1 .. ..... ...
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1 ,...C' Mee .:. g .

At

ast y ear ' s meeti . .
the tri: :o lecte s:: ~ dtures
t.1 at . revision'- ,
ade .c
chi d ca:t r.
annua
m
n s.
ian DCC mem ers . .: ..J ned t e eti ti on
1..-n it l\Tas
~ assed aroun
at the C
usiness . . eecing.
In res . onse ,
President ohn ~ ~ ~ forme an ad hoc committee on child care.
The ommittee c "': c: ~ na~es o ~
il _ care • ovi ers and
a .f .J ' tting a en,...ies · r '1e ,...
!"' ~
_.; cco a·~~. This information
was i~clL~E: in tie re ~ ~t: ti-n m- ·, .;-g -o all ,...C members. Te
Comrnitte~
~s , , ~o sc1edu c , 3. meeti.
in Su~ Francisco for those
intereste in t . . · s issue on Saturda
JVE
~ r 2 rd at 9: 45.
r

.i.
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~stin
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res~ectful1 ~

"i .... it'°'n Vice-Ch · ·
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ASC Division Chairs (Critical, Women and International)
Joint Projects , Coordination and Shared Concerns
Dec . 9 , 190 1
1, Ge ttin g an ASC Sex ual harassment policy:
Division on women a nd cri me is the pus h i ng fo r ce behind
thi~; effort.
-therefore ~ I contacted ~aro e Garriso n
and as k wh at direct.ion she wants to take, a nd wh at the
DCC can do to help t h is effo r t

-Kat hy Daly will be sending a note to us division
chairs , to Susan Martin , and relevant ot hers
chro n ·1cli n(J::
A) Charles Wellford a nd Susan Martin drafted a
Cods~ of E:th·ic:~)
:3 nc! s ubmit t()d this to the /\SC
Executi ve boa r d for the Nov . 91 meetings /
/Wellford wasn't at the board mtg in SF , so the
matter was not discussed / there was some , but
very little , lang uage on sexual harassment in this
Code /
11

1 1

Her [Daly sJ discussions with Susa n Marti n re :
t h i s Co d ~?. of E t h i c ~3
a n cl h e 1~ d i s c u s s i o n s .11J i t h
Margaret Za hn regarding the best route (see below)
to proceed with getting a n ASC policy on sex ual
har·ass me nt
1

B)

11

11

1

C) The Et h ics Committee , c haired by Lloyd Ohl in
(and has Dick Bennett o n it - Mon a Danner s c hair
who is OK by he r) is a possible route to get an
ASC policy on Sexual harassment . {Carol Gar r ison
and I talked abo ut the possibility of trying to
get J0an Peters i lia on t hi s committee in SF at the
mtgs .
But, t h is Ethics com mi ttee is not a
preferable route , given wh o s on it [and my
thoughts and L:l'iscu.ssion 4,Jith f<athy Daly]. See D
below for alter native.
1

1

11

1

D. Kathy and I both tho ught that getti ng Carole
G;:::tr l'' 'l son to get A.SC Pre~;ident £-±-um:st.,~in Delbet~ t
ELLiot to appoi nt an
A.d Hoc
Committee fo t~ the
specific purpose of devising an ASC policy on
sexual harassment would be better. I wr ote to
-arol and ask if she wants any help (Critical and
I n .ernational Divisions as co - signators? ) movin g
for ward in this direction , given, of co u rse , that
s he a_g n~e~3 .
11

11

11

-Kat hy Daly is to prese nt a r eport , in the capacity of
a cond uit fo r the 3 ASC D4vi sions p at the Board s
mi d .1J ~, n t e 1~· rn e e t 1 n q ( ·· e n d of Ma r c h l 9 9 Z ) •
1

1

-Kathy will se nd a me rno of und e r sta nding , telling us
division chairs wh at s he needs, e . g. , list of conce rn s ~
how we wa nt to have input ,
rationale for participation
~- ar ol e Gar ri soi , Gary '-~~:::i.F 1"ee a nd I \tJi 1 1 r-espo nd to
Kat hy s me mo , a nd ci rcul ate our re spon ses to one
anot her so th at we ca n present Kathy a uni f i ed r es pon se
fo r her to present to the bo a rd .
1

- my prel im . tho ughts on this r espo nse :
A) We prefer a ve rb al, not writt e n report to
the bo a rd eac h yea r at th e Nov . mee ting s
(ot her wi se too o n e rou s~ no c ha nce to det a il ,
r espo nd to qu estio nsp etc. ) . The boar d can
as k eac h di v ision c hai r fo r follo w- up/writt en
info . if they c ho se for o u r in put (not
presence) at the midwinter mtg .
B)W e want to voi ce o ur Divisonal opinions o n
ASC matters that co me up before t he boa rd
C)W e need to keep a pprised of ASC ma tt e r s for
o ur Divisional me mbers . be upd a t ed a nd
knowledgable a bo ut ASC matte r s as the se
pe rt ai n to divisions [ me mbers , t heoretica l
a nd rese;;:)rch int e~ r es t sJ {E.Ci . ~ I h a v e~ had tu
meet with a nd call Kat hy se ve r al t im es taking her time and mon e y a nd min e - j ust to
find o ut wh at s goi ng on ~ ,n areas suc h as
t hose del ine ate d in t h is me mo}
1

D)Di vsio n chairs s hould be i nv ited to the
a nnual bo a rd meet ing at t he co nv e nt ion in a
ex-officio capacit y to acco mplish t hese
objecti ves. We s hou ld not be voting me mb e r s,
as the elec tion s resulting i n o ur chairing
eac h of thf~ d ivi s i ons an~ not clt--··lar\J(0
electio ns by t he ASC me mb e r s h ip .
11

11

•

(

3. I have sent Kathy a request to institutionalize division
representation on the program co mmitt ee - - tJ ask he r to have
a moti on recorded in the minute s (viz. passed) requiring the
Exec uti ve Sec r etary of the ASC to request Division chairs to
s ubmi t 1 (or 2 ??) na mes to the in-coming ASC President each
ye<:H' for t he a nnu al
Call for Papers /program co mmH:.tee~;.
11

11

4. The Board did pass the above in so me way in Nov. 1991 at
the San Fn:inc-i~:)CO meeting ~ ·1 . e. , that cliv·1sior1 chai rs ~;hould
give representat ves to new presidents for the program .
We
just don 1 t know the exact language (Christy Visher would
ha ve this ~ and it s hou ld be in the minut es of the board mtg .
for whom e ver gets t h ese ~ whenever they get t he m) . Until
Instead of hassling with t hi s we j ust need to ensure that
this info. is regularly requested of eac h division chair ;
and t hi s ca n be done by #3 a bov e .
5 . w e ~ Sus a n , a r ole a nd Gar y , need to write to Del El li ot
to say that i t was agreed in Nov e mb er at the bo a rd meet ing
that Division chairs w0uld forward names of r eprese ntati ves
for the program committee to the in-coming Preseident of the
ASC , a nd each give him a na me or two for our substantive
areas ·for h1s 11 C.::d.l fo1~ Paper·s 11 •• ~\.1 e three might also v1Jant
to go on to recommend to Elliot so me ot her people from each
of our Divisions that are good, h ard- working ~ etc . for his
conside r ations for ot he r ASC co mmitt ees that he ne eds to
s t;:3f·f-.
cc:

-Carole Garrison
....Ga,r y LaF t~e~:.
"" I<;:~ t hy D<::t 1 y
- [People I recommend ~n #5]
-Ray Michalowski [Vice - c hair of Critical - -in the not
so unlikely event that I'm laid up with medical
problems this winte r when so me of t hi s comes through or
needs to be done]

TO: ASC Section Chairs
(Carole Garrison, Susan Caringella-MacDonald, and Gary LaFree)
Other relevant people (Susan Martin, Marg Zahn, Nancy Wonders,
Meda Chesney-Lind, Betsy Stanko)
FROM: Kathleen Daly
DATE: December 10, 1991
RE: Post-ASC 1991 Board Meeting stuff
I thought I would describe relevant business that took place at the ASC Board Meetings
during the November 1991 meeting. There were two meetings there -- before the annual
meeting started and after it ended, and these I shall call the "first" and "second" meeting
of the Board in November 1991. I focus on three areas: section interests and
representation, sexual harassment policy, and childcare. If there is any confusion about
what came from the Board meetings, it's best to call Christy Visher who has wording and
decisions documented more carefully.
The mid-year Board meeting will be held sometime in the latter half of March or the
first weekend in April (as of now). Also, the incoming ASC president, Del Elliott is
going to be out of the country some time in February and March (I don't know exactly
when, but think mid-February through mid-April). Just because he is away from the
country (he will be in Australia) does not necessarily make him inaccessible, but a little
harder to reach.
Section interests and representation
From the discussion about the possible representation on the Board of section chairs, it
emerged from the first Board meeting in November that some sort of verbal report to
the ASC Board may be in order. The idea that section chairs might automatically be
Board members was not supported by foe Board for several reasons: (1) it was noted
that at the last Board election, more votes were cast for the two Executive Counsellors
who lost the election than the voting size of any of the three sections and (2) it did not
seem the appropriate way to represent sections' concerns. There was also discussion at
the first meeting on section representation on the Program Committee, but a decision on
this was not fully determined until the second Board meeting.
At the second Board meeting, the question of section representation on the Program
Committee was clarified. It was agreed that Section Chairs should forward a name (I
should think it would be preferable to submit several names) to the incoming President
to serve on the Program Committee, and the President would be expected to have at
least one section-named person on the Program Committee. 1

1

Generally, as you know, section chairs should forward names of people for all
committees -- preferably after the November meeting -- to the incoming President since
committee formation is made some time in the spring, usually by the mid-year meeting
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As to sections reporting to the Board, it was re-affirmed that some sort of verbal report

to the Board was in order (presumably, this would take place at the November meeting).
Al Blumstein suggested that a Committee on Sections be formed, but his idea was not
pursued. I suggested that a preliminary, more informal option was for me to gather
whatever information section chairs wished to present, and report this to the Board at
the mid-year meeting. My sense in proposing this was that if there were concerns that
needed to be presented soon, then why wait until November? Blumstein also suggested
that a written report be submitted to the Board from sections for review at the mid-year
meeting. I think his reasoning here is that if Board action is required on section
business, it can be better to take it up at the mid-year meeting because there is more
time then. His idea seemed like more work than section chairs may want to embark on
at this time, but I wanted you to know what was said.
My sense is that the Board is receptive to knowing what the interests and concerns of
sections are, but at this moment, it is uncertain how best to bring these forward.
Whatever you want me to do -- present a verbal report, comment on a written report
(collective by all three sections), do nothing (i.e., you all submit what you wish to
Blumstein), or something else -- just let me know. One person who may be a good
section conduit in the future is Wes Skogan (another Executive Counsellor); he is a
recent international section chair.
Other section items of passing interest:
(1) It was decided that each division's funds should be separated from ASC funds, and
each division's fund should have their own interest-bearing checking account. (This is
sensible and should have been in place some time ago.)
(2) It was decided that a portion of two issues of The Criminologist would be devoted to
book reviews (evidently the current Criminology editor is not inclined to have book
reviews). A book review editor will be found, but my sense is that if section chairs
wanted to, they could have some creative input into this process. For example, there
could be section-generated themes or symposium that might be proposed. It's just a
thought. My sense is that" the more creativity at the beginning, the better. I don't know
how the book review editor is going to be chosen, and can't remember what Marg Zahn
suggested in that regard (if anything?)
(3) What now seems to be the third time we have agreed to collect data on the
membership, there is now some real urgency to request information from the members
on these demographic items: sex, race/ ethnicity, highest degree awarded (and discipline,
I think), and I can't remember what else. The members of the Membership Committee
promise to tabulate the information. In a related piece of news, it has also been
promised that a Directory is coming out. When, we don't know. This seems to have
been in the works for a while.
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(4) Although there are always scheduling problems at the Annual Meeting, my sense is
that if section chairs (or section-nominated members of the Program Committee) leaned
on the Program Chair to see the Program {best even before the Preliminary Program
appears in The Criminologist), then there can be accommodation on reducing the
conflicts.
Sexual harassment
From the Women's Division business meeting, there came a groundswell of interest to
do something about the ASC's policy on sexual harassment. At the same time, Charles
Wellford and Susan Martin (Vice-President and Executive Counsellor, respectively) have
drafted an ASC code of ethics, which has a little sexual harassment section. (I don't
have the copy; I gave it to Betsy Stanko to have a look at the language.)
The code of ethics idea is lukewarmly favored by Board members at the moment; this
could change, but the main concern (certainly for me) is the question of enforcement.
Do we want to create some principles and an enforcement mechanism, as
well? I am not keen on that and think that there are plenty of other institutional sources
of recourse for unethical practices. We did not discuss the draft code of ethics because
one of its architects, Charles Wellford, could not attend the November Board meetings.
But I assume it will be brought up at the mid-year meeting.
My sense is that if there is interest to have a sexual harassment statement/policy
by the ASC it would be better to do it as a "stand-alone" from the larger code of ethics
document. The main reason is that a code of ethics will probably take some time to
discuss and refine. If memory serves, Meda Chesney-Lind said she could explore what
possibilities exist (stand-alone, or part of a bigger package). It is essential to think
through what this policy position would be about. That is, will it be an enunciated
principle of behavior without enforcement or redress through the ASC?
As past chair of the Ethics Committee and longstanding member of the ASC

organization, Marg Zahn may have sonie ideas on how to proceed. Also, Susan. Martin
should be brought in on this since she's done research on sexual harassment. I could
propose to the mid-year meeting that an Ad-Hoc Committee on Sexual Harassment be
formed to investigate the language and purpose of an ASC policy/ statement on sexual
harassment. I can't be sure, but I think it may be more appropriate than simply passing
on ideas to the Ethics Committee to consider.
Meanwhile, one doesn't have to form a committee to convene a session, or even to
suggest a Plenary, on sexual harassment. OR, better yet, a discussion could take place in
The Criminologist (along with Betsy's preliminary results). There needs to be care taken
in carrying out whatever plan so that it doesn't backfire and send us several steps back.
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Childcare
As luck would have it, I reported on the meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee on Childcare

(hmmm, why are the committees I'm on or proposing "ad hoc"? ... ) as one of the early
items of business at the second Board meeting. (This meant that Board members were
alert and hadn't gotten too exhausted after meeting for 4 hours.) One piece of work the
childcare group had been thinking of doing was a survey of member needs for childcare.
That could be done another way. If my memory serves, there is some interest to do a
member needs survey, which could have childcare questions in it. (On that item, I need
to check with Del Elliott to see if he remains interested to go forward with such a
survey.)
I also got the arm-twisting authority (such as it may be) to make sure that members of
the Local Arrangements Committee track down suitable childcare places with more
information than we had this year. So, to Nancy Wonders, I will make several phone
calls on that and get those folks moving.
When I asked Susan White (Site Selection Committee chair) what was in the next
contract for extra space for childcare (should we want space for on-site care at the 1993
meeting), she said there were always plenty of rooms. I will have to xerox the relevant
paragraph from the Janet Onnie letter to make sure she understands the requirements a
little better. The childcare question cuts across many existing committees, none of which
is really interested to pursue the question; so the challenge is to figure out how to make
the ties across the site selection, local arrangements, and finance committees (the last for
insurance questions).
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Other items -- only for Carole Garrison and Meda Chesney-Lind to consider.
Several other items come to mind.
1. I was distressed at the way the "NIJ lunch" was handled. Recall that several of us
were invited to this lunch to discuss the future funding areas for NIJ, but that the lunch
was scheduled for precisely the same time as the Women's Division lunch. I was
annoyed then, and even more so later at the second Board meeting, when close to an
hour was spent musing over the "NIJ lunch" meeting and strategy. Obviously, it didn't
matter to anyone at NIJ that there were few women who could attend the NIJ lunch.
Further, there were important discussions that took place at the Board meeting about
the NIJ lunch; Susan Martin and I were concerned that we could not participate in, and
were mostly in the dark about, these discussions.

So, several implications from this. First, I was underwhelmed with the one proposed
idea we gave to Marg Zahn to bring to the NIJ lunch (i.e., on research design and
gender composition of sample). I have other ideas that I want to suggest and will do so.
I think you both as out-going and current Chairs might do the same. Second, I am going
to suggest (gently, diplomatically of course) to DeWitt that he might want to make sure
that the exclusion of women doesn't happen in future consultations.
I have to tell you it was a real eye-opener for me to see how plans are made for the next
5 to 10 years about how research money will be spent. We may not like a lot of what
NIJ is up to (and apparently even Al Blumstein is concerned that the direction of the
research is getting too conservative because of organizational changes), but we should at
least be informed and say something about what the direction is, when the time comes.
2. As I mentioned at the Division business meeting, there will be a more explicit
accounting of those contributing to the Minority Fellowship -- with names of people (or
sections) listed with amount of money levels. Whenever this is announced, I think it is
important that a contribution of some amount be made in the Division's name. I
probably should have suggested a motion to that effect at the meeting, but I didn't.
Perhaps it should be on the agenda for the November meeting; or if you think it requires
more urgent attention, earlier.
3. Felice Levine reported that the timing of the process to get the Criminalization of
Pregnancy issue moving along is either ( 1) vote at mid-year meeting, vote at Business
Meeting, vote at second November Board meeting OR (1) vote at first November board
meeting, vote at Business Meeting, vote at second November Board meeting. ALL of
which means that we should plan on attending the ASC Business Meeting this year -which is usually NOT on the top of anyone's list. I'll know more about the timing and
sense from the Board after the mid-year meeting.

Centre for Criminological Research
Department of Sociology, University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6G 2H4
E-Mail: HACK@UALTAMTS \E-Mail International: HACK@MTS.UCS.UALBERTA.CA
Tel: (403) 492-3322 \ Home Tel: (403) 434-6865 \ FAX: (403) 492-7196
10 Dec 1991

Speaker of the House
House of Representatives
Capital Building
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
Dear Sir:
It has come to my attention that Rep. Leonard Sullivan has made the outrageous request of
asking that Anita Hill be fired from her position at the University of Oklahoma. Perhaps it is
unimportant to Mr. Sullivan if the rest of the world has a low opinion of your state government,
but you should be concerned. It is not desirable to have legislators viewed as bigoted
chauvinists.
My colleagues share my view of the Hill-Thomas hearings: she was the much more credible
witness. When we learned that only about half of the American public shared our view, it simply
confirmed the convictions that many American women hold: you will be punished if you attempt
to report sexual harassment.
Hopefully, you will reprimand Mr. Sullivan for the shame he has brought upon your state.

Sincerely,

James C. Hackler, Professor of Sociology and
Coordinator, Centre for Criminological Research

/

Centre for Criminological Research
Department of Sociology, University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6G 2H4
E-Mail: HACK@UALTAMTS \E-Mail International: HACK@MTS.UCS.UALBERTA.CA
Tel: (403) 492-3322 \ Home Tel: (403) 434-6865 \FAX: (403) 492-7196
10 Dec 1991

President Van Horn
University of Oklahoma
Norman, Oklahoma 73019
Dear Dr. Van Horn,
Here in Canada we watch the activities in the United States with some concern. I was amazed
to hear that an Oklahoma State Representative has tried to get Anita Hill fired. It is bad enough
that the so many Americans failed to see what was so obvious to most of us in Canada: that
Anita Hill was· the much more credible witness. It is also sad that the Supreme Court of the United
States has probably added a perjurer to its membership, but for an elected official to act in such
a vile way gives your entire state a bad reputation.
I have also heard that you responded negatively to such a demand. Let us hope that personnel
at the University react with the rage that such behaviour requires and insist on an apology from
this man Sullivan.
Sincerely,

James C. Hackler, Professor of Sociology and
Coordinator, Centre for Criminological Research

Centre for Criminological Research
Department of Sociology, University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6G 2H4
E-Mail: HACK@UALTAMTS \ E-Mail International: HACK@MTS.UCS.UALBERTA.CA
Tel: (403) 492-3322 \ Home Tel: (403) 434-6865 \ FAX: (403) 492-7196

10 Dec 1991

President Van Horn
University of Oklahoma
Norman, Oklahoma 73019
Dear Dr. Van Horn,
Here in Canada we watch the activities in the United States with some concern. I was amazed
to hear that an Oklahoma State Representative has tried to get Anita Hill fired. It is bad enough
that the so many Americans failed to see what was so obvious to most of us in Canada: that
Anita Hill was· the much more credible witness. It is also sad that the Supreme Court of the United
States has probably added a perjurer to its membership, but for an elected official to act in such
a vile way gives your entire state a bad reputation.
I have also heard that you responded negatively to such a demand. Let us hope that personnel
at the University react with the rage that such behaviour requires and insist on an apology from
this man Sullivan.
Sincerely,

James C. Hackler, Professor of Sociology and
Coordinator, Centre for Criminological Research

University of Hawaii at Mano a
Women's Studies Program
2424 Maile Way
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
(808) 956-6313 /Fax (808) 956-9616

December 10, 1991
Carole Garrison
Women's Studies
University of Akron
Akron, OH 44325
Dear Carol,
I'm sending along an official "thank you" letter without
all our business included. Hence this note.
I did get your
last message and I agree completely with your logic.
I think
approaching the board from a division perspective makes good
structural and strategic sense.
I also think members of the
board will be receptive.
The diversity argument is always
implicit in our inclusion anyway.
I recall, in a foggy way, volunteering to work with you
on this.
It is, though, a rather delicate matter so I'll
take my lead from you. Tell me exactly how you wish things
to proceed. As to the plenary, I think that your notion that
the topic of sexual harassment may be premature is also well
thought out. There are other public ways to call attention
to the matter. We are then left with the question of whether
to have a plenary on other topics, such as the
criminalization of pregnancy, women in prison, women and
drugs, etc.
I'm really not sure about this. My fear about
any of these topics is that they will not draw the huge crowd
that they deserve ... in a sense, I fear "calling the vote"
publicly on this issues without being assured that we can
pack the house.
Understand, all of these issues are close to my heart.
However, for strategic purposes (especially if we are pushing
the ASC board to take a public position on criminalization)
I'd defer the idea for a year.
I think the plenary need to be part of an overall
strategy of visibility for the division and that we should
work up to it.
Selecting the topic should really be part of
an overall, well-thought-out, plan.
So have I talked myself out of jobs? Maybe not, how
about a special series of "visible" roundtables and/or

sessions on division priorities that would be highlighted in
our newsletter and the program. These give us bureaucratic
visibility and stature without the prospect of a vast, empty,
ball room. We've not really done this, par se. We've made
lists (or tried to) of all gender sessions, but we haven't
featured sessions like they did this year for the 50th. We
could organize our own division "thematic" sessions to build
or some theme like, "Women, Drugs, and Prison" or "The
Criminalization of Womanhood: Pregnancy, Drugs, and Prison."
It's even possible to seek a publisher for the collected
papers or let the division publish these. How about that as
an idea. Note:
Carole, I just got your mailing complete
with your letter to Flanagan.
I decided to let you see what
I was thinking anyway.
So there's my suggestion.
I'm also enclosing some faxes
that I received too late to bring to the meeting.
Basically,
they are Sue's report and her suggestions for future actions.
Since we discussed some of these in our executive committee
meeting, and Division meeting, I'm not sure whether the subcommittee idea is necessary. Our long range planning
document suggests that mentoring isn't a high priority, and
Carol Thompson is moving ahead with our award notion.
The committee assignment that may have fallen through
the cracks is the Awards committee.
I can't remember what we
did with that one. But you have, I'm sure, thorough notes.
Again, Carole thank you so much for taking this on! The
division will greatly benefit from your skills and vision.
Best,
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Meda Chesney-Lind, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
P.S. Joanne Cooper,
suggestion and gave
upon her to lecture
small world. We're

~
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from the College of Education, took your
me a call.
Ironically, we'd prevailed
to my class when I was at ASC.
What a
having lunch next week.
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University of Hawaii at Manoa
Women's Studies Program
2424 Maile Way
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
(808) 956-6313/Fax (808) 956-9616

December 10, 1991

Carole Garrison
Women's Studies
University of Akron
Akron, OH 44325
Dear Carole,
As we recover from the November ASC meetings, I want to take this
opportunity to thank you again. Your service as Chair of the Long Range
Planning Committee has been invaluable to the Division on Women and
Crime. It will clearly set the tone for the next decade as the Division develops
into a key component of the ASC.
Just to recap those days in November, I believe we all can take great
pride in what has been accomplished. As evidence of the quality of your
contribution and the contributions of others in our Division over the past
two years, we need look no further than the Division's activities in the most
recent ASC meetings. We were everywhere. We sponsored a luncheon to
celebrate women's accomplishments whose success was almost our undoing;
our table was again a focus of feminist presence at the meetings (complete
with great T-shirts); our work on child care resulted in the distribution of
vital information to parents in this year's general mailing; our work on an
important policy initiative on the criminalization of women's pregnancy is
moving ahead; we reported on early results of our study of the dimensions of
the problems of sexual harassment among the Division membership and in
the process discovered the degree to which this is a serious problem for us all;
we sponsored a special session bringing together practitioners, activists and
feminist criminologists; and we accepted a new Long Range Planning
document which will assist us in charting the course of the Division over the
next few years. I am also very proud of the special task forces we created on
women in prison, criminologists in non-academic settings, and the women of
color and lesbian issues task forces. Finally, we have also embarked on a plan
to develop our own awards to recognize the scholarship and service of
women criminologists.

I have been deeply moved by the support and enthusiasm of our
Division and, most particularly by the work of people such as yourself, who
have taken time out of very busy schedules to sustain our efforts. As I leave
this position, I take with me many warm memories of your assistance and
support. Thank you all for two very exciting years.
Best Regards,

Meda Chesney-Lind, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Women's Studies
Chair, Division on Women and Crime, 1989-1991

Carol(~ Ga t"t"i '.;on
\.\io men s St ud·] ·2s
The Uni V E::> t"S ·i t y of /\k ron
Akron , Ohio 44325 - 62 16
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De,:::t t" Ca 1~ 0 le~ ::
It see ms our correspondance crossed i t th e mail . After
t" ea d i n g you r
Ci arn e P 1 an f o t"
9 1-· 9 3 rn em o 1 though t i t bf~ s t
to both follo w- up my earlier corresponde nce to you and to
copy these mate r ials (t hat which I already sent you a nd this
letter~·) to ~.;ele:~cted other"s , v ·iz: . r. t he
oth2~r
Div·is1on
Li asons
you. 1 i st and tho ~3e I ve ta1ked to <::tbout the
potent i al ASC sex ua l harassment policy .
11
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I d like to co mm e nt f urth er on t he three items you. list on
page 9 of your letter reg a rding Wom e n a nd Cri me a nd Critical
(and I nter natio nal) Divsions joint wo rk " I first wa nt to
s hare my t hinkin g mor e specifically w1th you o n t he first
·i te rn of
\l oicE:~ on the /\ SC board " .
In my discussions ,flJ i t h
people o n t hi s matte r ~ n Sa n Fra ncisco a po werful notion was
gi ven voice (by Na ncy Wond ers) regarding Division c hairs
becoming r eg ul ar me mbers andr. t he r efore , havi ng a vote o n
the ASC board. Th e ca veat raised was this: If we , the
t hr ee Divisions ~ succeed in ma k ing Division Chai r s voting
me mb ers on the board~ others may beg in to organize a nd
de velop n ew ~ most particularly right wing , types of
Divisions within the ASC in or der to ha ve t hei r voice a nd
vnte similarly represented on t he board . The types of
Di v ·is ·i ons cle ve l opE!d '·:vou1d likely be a nti t h ·icz::~l to th e
interests of the Women a nd Cri me a nd Critical , a nd perhaps
the Int e rnational , Divisions" Th is is , i n my e stimation~ a
reasonable point gi ven the constitutio n of the ASC
membership and po wer struc tu re .
I don t kno w t hat thi s
would be t he case ~ but a m wary . This helps to expl a in some
oT the process I described in my earlier cor r espo nd ence to
yo u r. E~.~~ ., vvhY I recommend t hat Divi~;ion chair s be
<,_:_~><
officio me mb ers of the boa rd that voice op ·inion s i, support
a n d op positio n (but not votes) i n relatio ns h ip to the is s ues
before the ASC boarJ eac h year. Please let me know your
t hinkin g~ a long wi t h others i n t he Di vi sio n ~ on t h is
particular poi nt , so t hat we can mo ve forward to pl a n a nd
i mpl eme nt so me form of Divisional representation on t he
board .
1
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I n regard to the second issue . please let me know how you
want to proceed with mo un ting a wor ks hop on sex ual
harass me nt. Betsy Sta nko woul d be good ~ as would others .
We s ho uld probably decide on a route by March, so that we
c a n .a t t .Q mp t to g e! t <::t de c e n t t i me s 1o t be f o re e ve n t hE:!
p r eli min ary program is decid e d.

On t he t hi rd is s u e~ I m quite uncl ear as to the Ethics
Co mm ittee s charge . All I kn ow at this j un ct ur e is that
Lloyd Ohlin is t he c hair or this co mm i tt ee. The lo gist i cal
(a nd politica.1) q u est ~i o n v,J f) f<)Ce a nd i1 e0d so me! furthetA i nput
on is wh et he r i t behooves us to fo ld in sex ual harass me nt
with a ge ne r al profess ion al co ndu ct code (if i n fact t hi s
co mm ·i tt<~(?- v,;i 11 be und ertak i no this)~ o r >11Jhether 1 i nsteacl r. <:::\
":~exual h a r a~;s rn e n t pol'l cy for t he ASC come~; fro m an
ad hoc
co mmi ttee (th at would be a ppoint e d I ass um e by Del Elloit )
as I ha ve s ugg ested in my letter to you . We , especiall y t he
Div is i on o n Women and Cr im e , migh t have mo r e cont r ol o ver
t he co mpo s i tio n of the co mmit tee ~ and therefore . policy
state ment , in t he latter case he r e.
[Also ~ I d lik e to see
Freda Solo mon's crite ri a you r efere nce; Dorie a nd Meda said
t hey migh t have so me models too] .
1
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I have co me to learn the amou nt of work that's e nt ai led as a
Division chair , a nd in this vein ex pr ess my gratitude for
your Carn e Pla n
Th·i ~) hc!lps me! to coo rcl ·i nate oJ1J'i t h you and
wi ll doub t l ess ser ve both the Divisions well. Thanx.
11

11
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Peace~

·~Susa n Caringella - Mac Don ald

cc: Mona Dan ne r(D i v isio n Liason)
Ma rj orie Zat z (D ivision Liason)
Meda Ches ney-Li nd
Kat hy Dal y (previou.c copies)
D tAS \iJ Humphri es
Dorie 1<1ein
Betsy Sta nko
Na ncy ~~1 ondet~s
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Dear Mr. Geerken:
I write in my several roles as ASC Executive Counsellor, Meetings Group Chair, and
member of the ASC Ad Hoc Committee on Childcare. At the last ASC Board meeting
in November 1991, I presented a brief report to the Board on childcare, which included
tasks for the 1992 meeting (and subsequent meetings, as well). Al Blumstein and Board
members agreed that it would be appropriate to move forward on the following plan for
1992.
We want to provide an information sheet on childcare as part of the Registration Packet
that goes out in August. It would be along the lines of what I put together for the 1991
meetings (a copy is enclosed), but we want it to be better and more informative. One
way to improve it is to have a member of the Local Arrangments Committee (or
someone else you think could do a good job for us) do some investigating.
The tasks would involve visiting some childcare centers or family care providers in the
New Orleans area. I do not know where the ASC hotel is located in New Orleans, but if
it is similar to previous meetings, it will be located in a downtown area that has few (or
no) daycare centers nearby. So an important task would be to see if it is feasible to run
a transportation service from the hotel to a good center, which takes drop-ins OR which
could arrange to do so during the 3 to 4 days that ASC members are in New Orleans.
The main idea is to give potential childcare users a more informed sense of childcare
options in New Orleans, and perhaps identifying an optimal arrangement or two.
A member of the Childcare Committee can work with your designated person, of course.
Our concern is that work on this task begin as soon as possible so that we can provide
solid and complete information to ASC members.

Could you kindly designate a person who will work on this project? We need someone
who is informed and committed to providing the sort of childcare information parents
will want. As I recall from last year, the information sheet had to be in Sarah Hall's
shop by June. But my sense is the earlier the better: we could also put information in
The Criminologist at an earlier time. Whatever we can do to assist potential childcare
users in making plans to attend the meeting should be our goal.
So, will you get back to me on this soon? Thanks very much.
Sincerely yours,

Kathleen Daly
Associate Professor
cc: Alfred Blumstein
Nancy Wonders (Chair, Ad Hoc Committee on Childcare)

TO: Section chairs (Caringella-MacDonald,<Ga;;i~~J~ and LaFree)
Relevant others (Martin, Chesney-Lind~Clers, Stanko)
FROM: Kathleen Daly
~
DATE: December 12, 1991 ·
RE: A few items
There were several items in my last memo that I needed to get more information on.
After talking with Del Elliott and bitnetting with Al Blumstein, here are some additional
pieces of information:
Elliott will be forming the Program Committee quite soon, and will be assigning
committee chairs soon -- both before he leaves Boulder (see below). So you should get
the names of people for the program committee to him soon. He will write you on this.
2. His travel plans are more extended than I initially heard. He will be away from
Boulder from 1 Feb to 1 June (Australia and then Hawaii). I'm sure there will be fax
numbers, etc. for communication.
3. On the member needs survey, this will be organized by Rick Rosenfeld, who is chair
of the Membership Committee. I am not sure how he plans to elicit items from the ASC
membership on what might be on the survey, but I would assume that section chairs
would have ideas on this. Blumstein says that the timeframe is a draft to be prepared
for the mid-year meeting (this will be around the end of March, but is not yet
confirmed). Info on Rosenfeld's address and phone are in the 1991 Program.

cc: Del Elliott

v
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4. As to letters for the Section nominees for Fellows and for Awards, I have several
suggestions. First, for the Fellows nominees (Meda and Merry, if I remember), it's best
to keep sending in letters from previous years. I have a letter for Meda from last year,
and can send that to Carole. If I remember, there were no nominees for the Awards
Committee. May I suggest that we continue to nominate the same people (except those
who won, like Joan McCord last year), send in the same letters, or add new ones -- until
we get our candidates chosen? It's one more piece of work for the Section chair to do -creative thinking that could be deployed elsewhere. As a routine practice, Carole
Thompson should keep letters of nomination so that the Division chair has a past set.
I am supposed to work with Carole Thompson this year on devising Division awards.
I'm not sure what happened to Sue Mahan on this -- she seemed to disappear.
My general sense of the labor commitment on the part of the Division membership is

that there are lots of people willing to work on something, but not enough to take charge
and leadership on projects. And there are so many projects to do ....

Delbert S. Elliot
President-Elect, American Society of Criminology
Institute of Behavioral Science
Campus Box 442, IBS #9
Boulder, Colorado 80309
Dec. 2 0, 19 91

Dear Prof. Elliot:
I am writing to give you names of good, hard working and
responsible people from the Division of Critical Criminology
(DCC) to assist you in staffing the many committees you need
to staff as President-Elect of the ASC.
Some of these
recommendations for committee assignment are general, i.e.,
the people would work well across a range of committees,
while other recommendations are more specific to particular
conunittees.

The DCC's suggestions for people in general for conunittee
work are:
Gregg Barak (Eastern Michigan University)
Piers Bierne (University of Maine)
Henry Brownstein (Bureau of Research and Evaluation -Albany)
Susan Carlson (University of North Carolina-Charlotte}
Kitty Calavita (University of California-Irvine)
Peter Iacola (Indiana University-Ft. Wayne)
Michael Lynch (Florida State University)
Peter Manning (Michigan State University)
Martin Schwartz (Ohio University)
Steve Spitzer (Suffolk University)

More junior active people in the DCC that would be good for
a variety of committees are:
Melissa Barlow (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
Charrise Coston (Indiana University)
Chinita Heard (Indiana University-Ft. Wayne)
Carol Lujan (Arizona State University)
Kevin Minor (Southwest Missouri State University)
Kate Stout (Northeastern Illinois University)

The DCC's more specific recommendations are:
Drew Humphries (Rutgers, Camden)
for the ASC Policy Committee
Marjorie Zatz (Arizona State University)
for the Fellows Committee
Raymond Michalowski (Northern Arizona University)
for the Awards Committee
Bill Chambliss (George WashingtoG University)
for the Nominations Co~nittee
Meda Chesney-Lind (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
for the Ethics Committee
Joanne Belnap (University of Cincinnati} AND
Nancy Wonders (Northern Arizona University)
for the Program Committee

I would like to take this opportunity to reiterate a request
that the three Division chairs (myself, Carole Garrison,
chair of the Division on Women and Crime and Gary LaFree,
chair of the International Division) have made of the ASC
this past year. Our request was to have each of the
Divisions represented on the Program Committee each year in
the annual "Call for Papers". This was approved by the
executive board at the 1991 November meetings (Christy
Visher would have the minutes detailing the exact language
here). What I'd like to reiterate is that our concerns
behind this were to encourage program participation by
division members and to reduce scheduling conflicts between
division sessions at the annual meetings.
In order to
accomplish this we are requesting that a copy of the
preliminary program be sent to division representatives
before the preliminary program goes to printing. While I
make this request here, it should perhaps be made to your
program chair as well.
If you would inform me of who this
person will be, I'd be happy to write or call and relay this
request that comes from all three of the ASC divisions.

Again, I thank you for your time and consideration of the
above folks and request, and would be happy to provide
either further detail, names, or whatever other kind of
information that might be useful to your ASC tasks.

Peace,

Susan Caringella-MacDonald
Chair, Division of Critical Criminology
Dept. of Sociology
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, MI. 49008
(616) 387-5279

- ...
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The ASC Di vi sion on Women and Crime
Dept . of Public Service Technology
The University of Akron
Akron , Ohio 44325-621 3
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Dec11·- Caro le:
ha ve e nclosed my notes/a me mo on so me items of interest to
both of our Divisio ns of the A0C. This was my way of
atte mp ti ng to organize t he business that cross - cuts our
Divisions. Please do let me know how the Division of
Critical Criminology (D CC) ca n facilitate the described (and
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day care at t he m eeti n gs ~ but B) The real responsibility to
mount a nd provide day care resides wit h t he ASC a nd not its
Divisions . Please let Kathy know your thinking on this
(Dept. of Sociology ~ Y ale ~ New Haven , CN. 06520 o r ph o ne
( 203 )
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One f ur t her ite m that ma y be of inter est to you a nd t he
Division conc e rn s ASC Award s a nd Fello ws. The deadlin e for
nominations (by eit her in dividuals or Divisions) is Ja nu ary
30. I ha ve sub mi tted a slate of nomin ees to the cha,rs ot '
0a C h of th e s e~ CO rn mi t tee s ·f t~ o rn t he DCC , T h E~ g t'' eat E~ r t h e
number of nomin ations (regardless of wh ethe r t hese a r e
individual o r di vi sio nal) of a ny give n indi v id ua ls , t he
greater t he c ha nce for receiving an a wa rd . I s ha r e with yo u
t he DCC .s recornrnendat :\on s in the ho pe that yo u rni ght .1.nite .,.
as a n individual or on behalf of your Division - in s upp o r t
of a ny/ al l of the people below:
1

1

1 . Walte r Byron(Casey) Grov es for the ASC Fellows Award ;

2 . Me da Ches ney - Lind a nd John Brait hw a it e for the Ed win
Suth e rl and Award (recognizing outstanding sc ho lars hip) ;
3.Sta n Co he n , Russell a nd Rebecca Dobash , an d Rosa del
Alma for t he Se llin - Glu ek Award (recognizing
o utstandi ng sc holars h ip by a non - Nort h American) ;
4 . Dorie Klein a nd Ell i ot Curr ie fo r the Augu st Vo l lm e r
Award (r ecog n 4zi ng o utsta ndin g cont r ib utio ns t o applied
criminology ~ pr ac tice o r policy) ;
5 . Ch ris Eskridge for the Herbe r Bloch Award
(recognizing outsta ndi ng ser vic e to t he ASC ) .
To support Casey fo r the Fello ws a wa rd , or to nominate
ot h e rs ~ si mp l y wri te your nomin ation (pr efe rably , but no t
necessarily wit h a par agra ph of ration a l e/ recommendat~on)
to :
r-~:a y Patenwster
Chair , ASC Fello ws Committee
I nstit ut e of Cri mi nal Justice a nd Cri min olog y
Univ ersit y of Ma ryl a nd
College Park t MD . 20 74 2

(

To support any of the other nominees listed (in 2 thru 5)
above , or to nomin ate others , si mply writ e your nomin ation
of any/all of the individuals (again , pr eferabl y bu t no t
necessarily wi th an acco mp anying paragraph of
rationale/recommendation) to :
Robert Samp so n
Chair , ASC Awards Committee
De pt . of Sociolog y
University of Chicago
2 13 Kelly Hall
5848 S. Univ ersity
Chicago , IL . 60637
Last year Meda Ches ney - Lind a nd I coordinated to s ubmi t th e
s a me slates of candidates for the various AS C offices
(president ~ vice - prez and executive counselors) whi ch
e nh a nced the level of our s uccess met~ink s . Both Meda and
Drew Humphries are now in the running for ASC offices. I d
like to try to do this with all three Divisions this 11ext
year , and see how far we can concur. This set of candid a tes
will be due by October at t he latest.
1

One final item r elates to bringing Mary Arnold to the 9 2
meeti ng s as we discussed in San Francisco. Others I 1 ve
spoken with ~ e.g. ~ Meda, Dorie , Kathy ~ t hought it might be
equally productive and yet cheaper to have so meo ne like
Betsy Sta nko run a workshop on sexual ha r ass me nt at the
meeti ng s. Wadd ya think? My biggest concern would be how to
get people who r eall y need/could be nefit fro m such work s hop
to attend s uch a work shop.
1

Let s keep in touch on these and a ny related matte r s. My
thanx in ad va nc e for coordinat~ng our effo rt s together .
Please call if you have questions or concerns with any of
this .
1

Peace ~

Susan Caringella - MacDonald
Chai r , Division of Critical Criminology
Dept . of Sociolog y
Western Michigan Univ ersity
Kalama z oo ~ MI 49008
(616) 387 - 5279
329-7 47 3 (home)

